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1. Oturum

1 Dylan: Were you at home last weekend?
   Shelia: No, I wasn't. I was at a party.

Dylan: ..........................................................

Shelia: Well... There was a lot of food and drink. It was wonderful.

A Oh, great! What was it like?
B What did you eat there?
C Do you like parties?
D Oh, great! Who did you go with?

2 Ali: What do you do?
   Mary: I'm an Italian language teacher.

Ali: ..........................................................

Mary: It's from 1.30 to 4.30 p.m. on Wednesdays.

A What do you do?
B When is your Italian class?
C What time is it?
D When do you study Italian?

3 A: What .......................?
   B: He's an accountant, but he ................. at the moment.

A does your father do/ doesn't work
B does your father do/isn't working
C is your father doing/isn't working
D is your father doing/doesn't work

4 Istanbul is more............. than Isparta.

A bigger
B dangerous
C cleaner
D noisier

5 A lot of people .......... to work because there is no public transport.

A watch
B drive
C speak
D learn

6 Jane: Look at .......... shoes. I like them.
   Tom: How much are ..........?

A this/these
B those/they
C that/those
D those/that

7 Miss Gate is tired and she .......... now.

A relaxing
B is relaxing
C relaxed
D relaxes

8 A: What time .........................?
   B: At 9.30.'

A starts the film
B does start the film
C does the film start
D start does the film

9 Excuse me, .......... you.......... a light, please?

A have/ got
B do/ got
C are/ got
D did/ have

10 Sally: It's Maria's birthday tomorrow.
   Bruce: Oh, right. What shall we buy her?
   Sally: ..........................................................

   Bruce: That's a good idea.

A I'm not sure. She has got a new pair of trainers.
B OK. Let's give her one today.
C OK, but I haven't got any money.
D Let's get her a pink t-shirt.

11 The .......... showers are over there.

A woman's
B women
C women's
D woman

12 A: Hello, Can I speak to Andrew please?
   B: ........... on a moment, please.

A Check
B Choose
C Press
D Hold

13 We ......... ............. a party next Saturday. Do you want to come?

A are having
B having
C has
D had

14 A: ............. is the author of Romeo and Juliet?
   B: Shakespeare is the author of Romeo and Juliet.

A Who
B Whose
C What
D Where

15 A: Are the products in this shop expensive.
   B: ................. cheap.

A No, it isn't
B Yes, they are
C No. They are
D Yes, it is

16 Hi Jane, we are really pleased you can come to visit us this weekend. You can stay .......... us. Maybe on Sunday we can go ........ a boat trip and go ........ sightseeing

A to/by/on
B in/to/by
C __/for/with
D with/on/__

17 Ali ............... all his exams because he .................

A doesn't fail / doesn't study
B fail / study
C fails / studies
D fails / doesn't study

18 She .......... a strong personality and everybody .... afriad of her.

A has/can
B took/had
C called/dis
D has/is

19 A: ...........................................
   B: Yes, it's ten past five.

A Thank you very much.
B You're welcome.
A Excuse me, how much is the ticket?
B Excuse me, what's the date today?
C Excuse me, have you got the time, please?
D Excuse me, when is your birthday?

20 Tom: Where are your CDs?
   Lily: They're on the bookshelf.
   Tom: ..........................................................

   Lily: It is £ 5.

A How much is this one?
B How many CDs have you got?
C How many CDs are there on the bookshelf?
D How much are these ones?
21 The teacher usually .......................... to class on time.
A come
B is coming
C comes
D coming

22 A: ...................... dictionary is this?
B: It's .........................
A Who / Ayça
B Whose / Ayça's
C Whose / her
D Where / Ayça's

23 Ahmet thinks English exams are very .................. because he doesn't study his lessons.
A easy
B difficult
C fast
D interesting

24 Shop assistant: Hello! Can I help you?
Customer: Can I have a stamp for Europe, please?
Shop assistant: Here you are. Anything else?
Customer: No, thanks. How much is that?
Shop assistant: ........................................
A Thanks very much. Bye.
B What would you like to buy?
C That's £1.25 please.
D That's OK. Thanks.

25 ............ you ............ out last night, Mert?
A Did/went
B Did/go
C Do/go
D Are/going

26 There are .................. books about computers in the library.
A hundred
B two hundreds
C hundreds
D two hundred

27 I am interested ......... windsurfing. I live in a house ....... my family ........ the sea.
A in/with/near
B of/with/on
C in/in/near
D at/of/in

28 Shakespeare's plays are long but .................. all very good.
A there
B they're
C their
D it's

29 He speaks English .................. and he is an .................. basketball player.
A carefully/well
B fluently/excellent
C fast/beautifully
D popular/easily

30 Emine: What time do you get up in the morning?
Kamil: At 9 o'clock. I start work at 10 o'clock. The customers arrive at 12 o'clock and they have lunch here.
Emine: ........................................
Kamil: We usually leave the restaurant at 11 p.m.
Emine: Oh, that's very late!
A When do you have dinner?
B When do you finish work?
C What time do you go to bed?
D When do you have lunch?

31 My little brother is .................., so he wants to find a job to earn money.
A a lawyer
B an accountant
C unemployed
D a shop assistant

32 Mike ............ to the library twice or three times a week.
A is going usually
B is usually going
C usually goes
D goes usually

33 I don't think all .................. lose their .................. in winter.
A trees / leaves
B tree/leaf
C trees/leafs
D tree/ leaves